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Gucci

Salvatore
Ferragamo
skirt, price
upon request.

Mandira Wirk

Matthew Williamson

“Saint Laurent and Gucci were standout collections this season, and “The ’60s silhouette really felt right for today, and it was a good
we will definitely be stocking several pieces from Gucci,” says Eda counterpoint to the more savage colourings and textile treatments I
Kuloglu, GM merchandising at Bloomingdale’s Dubai. And standout used in the collection,” he says. Erdem went a similar way. The designer’s
it was at Giannini’s Gucci, with the designer bringing the Italian house inspiration came from Diego Velasquez and his paintings of 17th-century
back to its ’60s heyday. While Giannini offered smart denims and Spanish infantas, but he was “also looking at the Romanov era and the
tailored suits with shaggy furs and mohair pea coats, she also made a 1960s; both moments of social transformation and upheaval,” he says.
case for the Gucci glamazon with luxurious pelts of shearling, goat The result: Modernist silhouettes (from the ’60s) with embroideries
hair, and mink. But her tailored dresses—made in the softest nappa and rich jacquards, and velvets (courtesy the Spanish court).
leather in edible candy colours, the exquisite crystal embellished ones
While these pieces are just hitting the stores, the trend already has
presenting a fresh outlook on nighttime dressing—were the best.
its takers. Gamine street style wonder Miroslava Duma is one of the
Mary Chiam, VP of
first. “I’ll definitely be playing a
merchandising and planning
bit of dress up with Mod this
at Modaoperandi.com,
season,” she says. “I think
decodes the phenomenon.
Valentino hit the nail on the
“It’s obvious to see the role the
head. I’ve already ordered the
’60s have played this season,”
coloured circle dresses, tall patent
she says. “Women were
leather boots, and the big circle
discovering their femininity
leather striped cape.” For Kuloglu
at that time. And this season,
at Bloomingdale’s Dubai, it’s the
we see the same. Carven had
subtle elements of the trend that
amazing tall boots, Céline
will make an appearance on the
focused on impeccable
racks and in her personal
tailoring, and Nina Ricci and
wardrobe. “Above-the-knee
Rochas both have pieces that
hemlines like the ones at Fausto
are sophisticated and chic,
Puglisi, Mary Katrantzou, and
especially the mid-flared
Peter Pilotto are hot favourites.
dresses that are classics.”
Also on my list are the fringed
But it wasn’t only the overt
pieces from Lanvin and Stella
’60s elements that made it
McCartney, and all the fur and
from the designers’ drawing
shearling at MSGM, Elizabeth
boards onto the racks. Some
& James, Isabel Marant, and
extracted only subtle hints
Marni.” For model, blogger, and
from the decade. Peter Dundas
stylist Hanneli Mustaparta, the
took only what he needed
choices for the new season are
from the ’60s and mixed it
easy. Already a ’60s poster girl
with his larger themes.
herself (she’s all Brigitte Bardot
“The ’60s silhouette really felt right for today, hair,
Tapping into his own
winged eyeliner, A-line
Norwegian history, and the
dresses), Mustaparta will be hitting
and it was a good counterpoint to the more
house’s archives, Dundas turned
the streets in “a pair of suede Saint
savage colourings and textile treatments Laurent knee-high boots, a white
to indigenous Norse tribes while
working with Pucci’s traditional
Grace MMXIII sheer sleeved babydoll
I used in the collection.”
patterns. All the while, his structured
dress, a faux cheetah fur coat by Carven,
minidresses, velveteen suits (à la Bianca
and a white puffer skirt by Miu Miu.” How
—Peter Dundas
Jagger), and high boots, all recalled the ’60s.
will you wear it yourself? n
Louis Vuitton

hink winged eyeliner, Mary
designers breathe
Quant miniskirts, pea coats, capes, and
high boots, and you immediately think of
new life into the
the ’60s. You think of the mod squad, a
whole generation of British kids who defined
60’s with trippy
the sexy, streamlined, hedonistic fashion and
op-art motifs,
lifestyle of the ’60s (remember Twiggy?). So many
iconic fashion statements are associated with this
dolly-bird dresses,
swinging decade. And so many iconic women, too:
Supermodel Jean Shrimpton, Andy Warhol’s iconic
modish minis,
Factory Girl, socialite and actress Edie Sedgwick, and
Yves Saint Laurent’s famed muse Betty Catroux. And
Twiggy-esqe pea
this season, we find that designers across the world
have, in quiet conspiracy, collaborated to bring the
coats, and more.
’60s back to life. The straight shift becomes a staple,
to be paired with boots and oversized sunglasses. The
By Akshita
pea coat, the cape, the midi length, and the doublePhoolka
breasted coatee are everywhere, as if designers—from
Nicolas Ghesquiere at Louis Vuitton to Alessandra
Facchinetti at Tod’s—dipped into the same cauldron
for their helping of inspiration.
For Matthew Williamson, whose vivid colours and prints have made
him the poster boy for boho, the party circuit of the ’60s and ’70s is a
constant source of inspiration. “It was such a diverse era visually. Style
icons at the time ranged from Bianca Jagger and Talitha Getty to David
Bowie and Patti Smith. People were experimenting and open to fashion
ideas; it was a defining period for fashion,” he says. In a nod to his eternal
party-girl, Williamson laid out a black and white starburst carpet and
referenced the era’s sharp tailoring and rich textures like lurex, velvet, and
chain mail. “For fall I started by looking at old copies of Vogue and Harper’s
Bazaar from the era, as well as the work of (French fashion photographer)
Guy Bourdin and (the Godfather of the US paparazzi culture, photographer)
Ron Galella’s images of the ’70s society set.”
Williamson isn’t alone. At Saint Laurent, Heidi Slimane took his cues
from Yves’s own edgy creations when he was at the helm of London’s
Youthquake, presenting a refreshing take on the ’60s with his all-fringed,
fur clad, shift-dress-sporting, and sparkly over-the-knee boot wearing
models looking like groupies spilling out of a Rolling Stones concert.
But this isn’t an overnight revival. It began a year ago, in Spring 2013,
when brands like Louis Vuitton, Moschino, Paco Rabanne, and Marc
Jacobs paid homage to London’s mod movement: Jumpsuits at Rabanne;
neon checks at Vuitton; optical stripes and leopard prints at Jacobs; and
double-breasted pea coats at Moschino. That was 12 months ago, and
the vocabulary for this season has evolved far ahead, with designers offering
modern takes on ’60s classics.

Golden Goose Deluxe
Brand jacket, price
upon request.
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new season as

Stella
McCartney
3.1 Phillip Lim sunglasses, shoes, `32,200
(approx).
`15,300 (approx).

Burberry cape, price
upon request.
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Swing into the

Emporio
Armani hat,
price upon
request.

Tory Burch
shoes, `21,500
(approx).
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